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WORKSHOP 
1PLUS1
TUNISIA

UNDERGROUND OLIVE 
MILL RENOVATION

The Workshop 1plus1 is a participatory seminar where participants have 
the possibility to learn building techniques, work side-by-side with the local 
communities and develop personal skills while working together with the EAHR 
team. It aims to train participants on sustainable construction techniques and 
inclusive participatory methods. 
The participants will have the possibility to contribute by building a concrete 
intervention relevant for a specific community while supporting the development 
of resilient local approaches. Through empowering communities, the workshop 
builds on the idea that architecture can be a tool to enhance Human Rights.
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WORKSHOP
INTRODUCTION

01. Background
Human presence in North Africa is known to be one of the oldest in the Mediterranean 
Sea. Many civilisations have existed in the area that is now Tunisia: Phoenicians, Berbers, 
Greeks, Romans, Arabs, Spanish, and so on. Nowadays, deep in the South Tunisian 
Desert, these varied influences are evident in the Village of Douiret. This settlement 
is as old as any knowledge we have of the first inhabitants of the northern Sahara 
Desert. The Berbers, the indigenous people of North and South Sahara, have been 
flourishing in the area thanks to trade and agriculture. The region had glorious moments 
of stability, expressed in the creation of many villages, built entirely of stone and soil. 
The development of this ancient trans-continental trade spot then fell into decline over 
time, abandoning ancient practices and favouring migrations. The heritage of the area is 
based on a high level of ancient low-tech engineering solutions: from water management 
to building techniques.

In the last 25 years Douiret changed into a ghost town: from an oasis in the desert into a 
pile of sandy rubble. Its heritage, rich environment and skilled people are now going to 
be lost forever. Today there is a clear need for transition, and a better future is coming 
thanks to the community resilience, and a powerful feeling of shared history.

EAHR – Emergency Architecture & Human Rights (Danish non-for-profit Organization 
based in Copenhagen) and IPA Switxboard– Innovation and Planning Agency (Innovation 
and Development Accelerator based in Tunisia), alongside the the local community of 
Douiret are developing a series of training workshops aiming to guide Tunisian and 
International participants on awareness and vision for the area, starting with practical 
interventions.

The initiative is strengthened by the presence of the Tunisian academic sector, in 
particular ESAD, and their deep knowledge in the Architecture, Art and Craft sectors, 
providing experts that will follow and facilitate all the operations. Together the partners 
are aiming to push the reactivation of Douiret, providing high-quality training opportunities 
while addressing community resilience and its sustainable development.

02. The Initiative
Douiret is a small jewel in the desert settled into a hill, following the orography of the relief. 
The buildings are a composition of different construction techniques, which represent 
the complexity of living in this arid context.

Dug inside the rocks - between layers of tectonic sequences - houses, olive mills, 
mosques and laboratories exist in a mix of caves, with small passages, doors and 
dwellings built with the waste materials from the excavation. 

The 1plus1 Workshops works to strengthen the knowledge and highlight the practicalities 
of reconstruction in parts of the village with Earth-Construction techniques. The initiative 
will address the partial reconstruction of Douiret, and aims to apply practical and efficient 
solutions, through the spread of sustainable practice while protecting local heritage. It 
seeks to establish a permanent program focusing on the Village of Douiret, Tataouine, 
aiming to create a spiral of positive change.
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DESCRIPTION

An agreement with the local community is establishing a long-term vision for the 
development of the small settlement, based on the preservation of its heritage. EAHR, 
ESAD, and IPA, together with local authorities and the few inhabitants of Douiret are 
creating an educational activity, consisting of a pilot intervention of the rehabilitation of 
small production space. 

Once a tourist attraction, the old settlement has been losing business rapidly due to the 
revolution and the Covid-19 pandemic. In recent times the level of abandonment has 
markedly increased.

03. Topics and Objectives
This activity will be carried out in a week of on-field activities , aiming to efficiently 
match the needs of the participant and the community itself, in a pro-active learning 
and sharing experience. The work will focus on restoring an ancient Olive Mill: this 
space hasn’t been used for 30 years and belongs to a local family, who agreed on 
the partners’ rehabilitation plan.
The Mill is an apogee space and has been dug in a cave, like all the buildings in 
this region of the Tunisian desert. The initiative seeks to use natural and ancient 
construction techniques to restore this space, like palm timber, stones, clay, and 
lime, all locally sourced. In particular how to build a stone wall and to plaster with 
clay and lime.
Participants will contribute by helping the partners in the rehabilitation of the Olive 
Mill, and establish a local oil manufacturing space. 

The Workshop 1plus1 is proposing an educational activity integrated into an effective 
and practical project, which gives participants a mix of theoretical and hands-on 
activities. 

Objectives:
- Preserve the heritage for the Douiret (building, skills, and local knowledge).
- Create an educational activity through sharing knowledge and professionalization 
of participants.
- Develop a concrete project for the future development for Douiret Village.

Learning objectives:
- Sharing knowledge, concepts and theories on development procedures connected 
to the building environment.
- Achieve practical knowledge in traditional construction techniques
- Deepen knowledge and awareness on the preservation of the heritage in the region 
of Tataouine

The impact of the project will be reflected on the whole village. Due to the rehabilitation 
of this indoor space and its outside belongings, the community will have one more 
space to show to visitors and it allows people to stay under a covered open-space. 
Moreover, the production of local products will be sold in the local market and for 
visitors, helping the community to increase their incomes.
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ACTIVITIES AND
PROGRAM

04. Activities
The Workshop activities will have a duration of about 40-50 hours distributed over 
a period of 7 days. This will be developed over two sessions: one on-line and one 
on-site.

During the on-site activities, besides the practical work, participants will attend some 
theoretical lecture as well as visit some typical Berber “Ksar” around Douiret. The 
on-line activities will be held on the 8th of June 2021 from 6pm to 8pm (Italy UTC); 
the on-field activities will take place in Douiret from the 18th of June to the 25nd of 
June 2021.

On-line Activities (2 hours): 
- Introduction IPA and EAHR Organizations; 
- Introduction to the project, the context and the on-site activities.

On-site Activities (around 40 hours): 
- On-field construction activities in a learning-by-doing approach 
- Walking visit in Douiret and Chenini
- Theoretical lecture held by special experts 

The workshops 1plus1 series proposes to use local and natural materials. For this 
reason, the local know-how and heritage have been seen as a key role. Participants 
will be trained by some local and international experts and supervised from all the 
partner organizations. 

05. Program
Aligned with the experience and expertise of all the partners, the initiative contains 
formal, non-formal and informal learning opportunities. The program is based on 
various educational activities and it aims to support the inhabitants of Douiret during 
the restoration of their working spaces. The program is flexible enough to meet all 
participants needs and it will approximately be as follow:

Day 1
- Friday -

Day 2
- Saturday -

all day

morning

afternoon

Pick up students in Tunis  [*]

Lecture 01 - Vernacular Architecture, 
                    Mr. Mouldi Chaabani

Lecture 02 - Douiret Architecture (walk) 
                     

Lecture 03 - Jessour system (walk), Mr. Raouf Talbi

Lecture 04 - Arid Region and migration, 
                     Mr. Kilian Kleinschmidt

Travel to Douiret 10-18 (7,5 h)  [*]
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[*] Only for international participants

The normal working day will start at 8am and will finish around 6pm. During the day 
there will be some breaks, especially after lunch and during the warmest hours of 
the day. 

- Covid-19 restrictions –
The local partner IPA Switxboard is going to facilitate all the operations in Tunisia. At 
the moment of the publication of this call, it is mandatory only 5 days of confinement 
for each traveler. If participants are coming exclusively for the workshop, these 5 
days are planned to be in Douiret, during the workshop carrying out.
We invite anyway participants to check the website of their national authorities the 
suggestion and the policies to travel to Tunisia.

Day 3
- Sunday -

Day 4
- Monday-

Day 5
- Tuesday -

Day 6
- Wednesday-

Day 7
- Thursday -

Day 5
- Friday -

morning

morning

morning

morning

morning

afternoon

afternoon

afternoon

afternoon

afternoon

all day

Working On-Field

Working On-Field

Working On-Field

Working On-Field

Lecture 05 - Earth-Constructions, 
Andrea Maggiolo

Working On-Field

Working On-Field

Working On-Field

Travel back to Tunis 11-19 (7,5 h)  [*]

Working On-Field

Working On-Field

Working On-Field

Delivery of Certificates
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HOW TO
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06. Candidate profile
The Workshop 1plus1 is open to everyone eager to share, learn and work together. 
Everyone can participate as no particular technical skills or knowledge are required. 
However, the workshop is recommended for students of architecture and civil 
engineering willing to gain practical experience on low-tech construction techniques. 

- How to Apply -
To apply for this on-field experience in Douiret applicants should fill out the on-line 
form on the workshop page of EAHR web site https://ea-hr.com/workshops/1plus1/
(preferably use Google Chrome as your navigating broswer).
The official languages of the workshop will be English and French. 

Active Members of EAHR are given the opportunity to apply first for these workshops, 
and in turn the cost of a single membership fee will be taken off the International 
Participant’s Full Fee.

07. Calendar and fees

(*) the fee doesn’t include food and accommodation 

All the participants are co-financing the project through the registration fee of the 
workshop as well supporting the community and its resilience. 
The calendar is the following:
Workshop publication 
Registration period 
On-Line Activities
On-Field Activities

The Workshop, developed as a self-construction site, creates a learning by doing method 
which will allow also the execution of the practical work. 
The binary function of this is based on the willingness of EAHR and IPA to work on matching 
different competences: bio-construction, environmental vulnerability and economic growth.

The workshop will be postponed if the minimum number of 10 participants is not met. 
If unable to attend the activities (after the registration), a refund is possible only if it is 
communicated by email to workshop@ea-hr.com no later than 7th June 2021.

Fees

Tunisian
Partecipants

Tataouine students fee (*) 300,00 TND

750,00 TND

1.200,00 TND
1.450,00 TND

650,00 €
750,00 €

Tunisian students fee (*)

Tunisian students full fee
Professional full fee
EAHR Active Member’s fee
Full fee

International
Partecipants

6th April 2021 
From 6th April to 4th June 2021
8th June 2021
From 18th to 25th June 2021
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08. Payment details
- International Partecipants:
BENEFICIARY: Emergency Architecture and Human Rights 
TEXT: WS Douiret 2021 
IBAN: DK4584010001293804 
SWIFT/BIC: MEKUDK21 1

- Tunisian Partecipants**:
BENEFICIARY: IPA Experience
TEXT:  WS Douiret 2021
IBAN: TN591001412910222678823
SWIFT/BIC: STBKTNTT
** Tunisian Partecipants may also pay with cash upon arrival on site. 

09. Building site and accommodation
Working site GPS coordinates 
32.868500, 10.285869
Accomodation 
Chez Raouf Hotel
32.869049, 10.287525

10. What is needed?
All participants should be aware that the first market place is in Tataouine, almost 35 
minutes far from Douiret. The on-site activities will also take place in a construction 
site. It is therefore recommended for participants to bring on site:
- Working clothes 
- Working shoes (comfortable) 
- Reusable Water Bottle 
- Hat and solar protection
- Mosquito lotion
- Toilets items (towel, soap, etc.)

10. On-Field tutor and supervisor 
Andrea Maggiolo, EAHR 
Federico Tomasoni, EAHR 
Iman Al Amouri, IPA Switxboard
Chiara Mantegazza, IPA Switxboard
Mouldi Chaabani, ESAD - Tunis

11. What is included
The registration Basic Fee includes: 
- Certificate of participation 
- EAHR t-shirt 

The Full Fees and EAHR Member’s Fee include in addition:
- Accommodation for 7 nights in Douiret 
- Breakfast, lunch and Dinner
- Transportation costs Tunis-Douiret-Tunis
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SORROUNDING
PICTURES

DOUIRET/CHENINI Douiret is located at the entrance of the desert but far from the 
Medeterrian Sea, isolated by the mountains. Because of this isolation, 
the village developed in its unique way, with few influences from 
other tribes of the desert. Douiret was the very first village nomads 
met coming from the heart of Sahara. From there, paths and traces 
were created and crossed.
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ON-SITE
PICTURES

UNDERGROUND 
OLIVE MILLS

The site has the typical characteristics of Douiret’s construction. 
The underground olive mills are normally dug horizontally into the 
mountain. Besides their function, olive mills were originally one of 
the few gathering places in the village: the lack of public spaces 
made these productive points an important location for the whole 
community. Nowadays olive mills are abandoned and oil production 
is not anymore part of the economy of the village.
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LOCAL 
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14. Building site and accommodation
Here below some words that can help participants on-site. This can facilitate 
participants interaction with local community or within the country.

English

Hello 
 
Good morning 

Good evening
 
How are you  

I’m fine thanks  

Can i have a coffee  

Road 

House 

Building

Door 

Window

Roof 

Wall

Up 

Down 

Tunisian

Aslema/3aslema.

Sbah el khir

Masaï el khir

Shnahwalek

Labes Y3ayshek

Kahwa brabbi

Trik/Thniya

Dar

Banya

Bab 

Shebbak

Stah

Heet

El Fouk

Louta

ةمالسع

ريخلا حابص

ريخلا ءاسم

كلاوحنش

كشيعي سابال

يبرب ةوهق

ةينث/ قيرط

راد

ةَيْنَب

باب

كابش

حطس

طيح

قوفلا

تحت
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Emergency Architecture & Human Rights (EAHR) was officially founded in October 
2015 in Copenhagen, Denmark. 
After the 2004 Indian Ocean earthquake, and series of catastrophic tsunamis that  
followed in its wake, the team behind EAHR recognized that the profession of  
architecture had forgotten the most vulnerable people of the world and the significant  
impact architecture could have on building resilience and stimulating development 
before and after emergencies. 

In the following years, EAHR conducted more than 25 workshops on architecture in 
humanitarian emergencies at different universities in Asia, Europe, Africa and South 
America. Furthermore, EAHR and its experienced team have completed various  
humanitarian construction projects in Europe, Africa, the Middle East and South  
America.

The team of EAHR has more than 20 years of experience working in accordance with 
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (U.N. Paris 1984) and the UN Sustainable 
Development Goals adopted in 2015.

By using architecture as a tool for social and environmental change, EAHR seeks to 
empower the most vulnerable groups and to increase community resilience to  
inequality, humanitarian crisis and violation of human rights as well as influencing  
local authorities to follow these targets. 

EAHR engages communities by using participatory methods to generate social,  
economic and environmental progress. 

Today EAHR focuses its activities through humanitarian and development programs 
and projects, postgraduate master programs and trainings in the field of architecture 
and social science. 

EAHR has developed organically since 2015. The implementation of a new effective 
strategic plan will began in September 2019, while operating business as usual to 
secure basic income. As the organization is growing, so is the management demand; 
therefore, EAHR is aiming at strengthening and improving its management team and  
organizational management activity that is used to set priorities, focus energy and 
resources, strengthen operations, ensure that employees and other stakeholders are 
working toward common goals, establish agreement around intended outcomes/
results, and assess and adjust the organization’s direction in response to a changing 
environment.
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EAHRs’ Values 
We operate in accordance with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (U.N. 
Paris 1948) and the UN Sustainable Development Goals adopted in 2015. We build 
resilience in people and communities by implementing projects and  programs that 
are relevant for the fight against poverty and inequality. 
EAHR believes in democratizing leadership in society where inclusion, openness 
and transparency are the base for all development: EAHR has zero tolerance policy 
for corruption and seeks to promote transparency and democratic process’ that 
respect all people. 
EAHR believe that Architecture is a Human Right. 

Vision 
EAHR is a leader and world reference organization in the field of Architecture & 
Human Rights. Our vision is to use architecture to improve life quality, resilience, and 
defend human rights for the most vulnerable communities around the world.

Mission 
- To improve quality of life by generating social, economic and environmental 
improvement through architecture implementations. 

-  To increase resilience by using local material, cultural architecture and co-creative 
processes.

- To defend human rights by advocating vulnerable communities and local 
organizations and governments, and by teaching professionals on the topic of 
Architecture & Human Rights.

Emergency Architecture & Human Rights
Nørre Allé 7 2200 Copenhagen N Denmark

+45 22 71 95 45
contact@ea-hr.org


